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I have been working in the field of crisis-, trauma- and disaster psychology for 30 years. This
latest and longest period of my working life started 1984 when I at a University hospital in
Stockholm participated in starting and developing an out-patient clinic for people in crisis. This
clinic became 13 years later a regional knowledge centre in Stockholm County Council
responsible for the crisis- and disaster preparedness of the County.
During the years at the out-patient clinic our mission were to support and help individuals and
families through different type of crisis situations and also to support the medical staff who met
people in crisis at the hospital, and themselves met critical incidents in their job.
Rather soon we began to realize that we also have to make plans how to organize psychological
support when a large group or even more people was hit in the same accident or crisis situation.
So 25 years ago our unit initiated an organization for psychological short term care to victims of
severe accidents and disasters, to work in cooperation with the medical disaster preparedness
organization. During these 25 years we have had the responsibility to educate people to work in
this organization and to continuously develop the organization and to coordinate and lead the
interventions when a serious accident or disaster occur that affects Stockholm county.
The major part of my own professional experience of meeting and supporting people in the
aftermath of a critical incident does not concern natural disasters, but accidents, violence, sudden
and unexpected death and similar. Stockholm and Sweden in not located in an area particularly
exposed for natural disasters. Yet there have been both severe floods, storms, avalanches and
landslides, during the years I have been working in the crisis and disaster psychological field. In
most of these incidents the need for substantial and economic help has been greater than the need
for psychological support. Swedish inhabitants have also been involved in natural disasters
abroad.
When I began to reflect on my speach today I realized that it isn´t always easy to define the type
of an incident. A natural disaster may also include sections that deal with man-made and
technical matters. Take for example MS Estonias shipwreck 1994 in a storm in the Baltic Sea,
resulting in the death of 850 people. 134 individuals survived. Are the reactions that followed by
the survivors and relatives to those who perished a consequence of that is was a natural disaster
or do they depend on that possible mistakes were made, which has been discussed during many
years post disaster. Or are the consequences a result of secondary traumatization due to

insensitive and insufficient treatment from the society?
I will not talk anymore of this specific disaster, but the incident elucidate some of the difficulties
when you shall evaluate what kind of incident a special disaster is and the question about support
needed.
One point we know about natural disasters is the importance of what the survivors are exposed to
during the incident for their reactions. However for those living in the area where the disaster
strikes, the consequences can also be that people loses their homes, their jobb and their
possibilities to earn ones living, schooling for the children and the general social base and
security, which all together influences the long term consequences.
What I now want to talk about is one of the most large-scale natural disasters that Swedish
inhabitants have been afflicted with in modern time; the tsunami in South East Asia boxing dag
2004. That´s an incident which consequences we know quite much about today because of the
studies our unit has carried out among other things about different aspects of the recovery of the
survivors.
I want to stress the special circumstance with our tsunami studies; because of the fact that this
incident occurred for the Swedish inhabitants long way from home, we could study the absolute
effect of the core experience of the tsunami where the normal social life was not affected, which
usually, as I said before is common in connection with natural disasters. The survivors were yet
strongly afflicted by the tsunami itself. They were exposed to life threat, many lost one or more
relatives; some were severely hurted. They were in a forreign country without access to their
ordinary protection and support resources they were used to. There were lots of heavy
uncertainty for quite long time for many survivors about their relatives, if they were alive or not
and they themselves didn´t know what was going to happen, neither when or how they would be
able to return home to Sweden. However, back in Sweden again most of what the affected
inhabitants in the South East Asian countries lost, was intact for the Swedes.
Thousands of Swedish citizens were at Christmas time 2004 in South East Asia when the
unthinkable happened and the tsunami struck. Most of the Swedish families were in Thailand in
the area where the tides broke in and destroyed hotels, houses and the whole of villages, the
nature and peoples life and health.
In relation to its total population, Sweden was the western country most affected by the 2004
tsunami, and the city of Stockholm was the most affected capital. Stockholm County has
approximately 2 million inhabitants, and this constitutes 20% of the population of Sweden.
During the first weeks after the tsunami, around 4500 people living in the Stockholm area,
returned from South East Asia and were registered at Arlanda airport. 205 people from

Stockholm disappeared in the disaster (1/3 children). Almost all of them were later on found
dead. There were many victims of the disaster; survivors, deceased persons and relatives, some
of whom remained home at the time of the disaster.
The tsunami gave our unit the opportunity to initiate various studies to get to know in what way
the tsunami victims living in Stockholm had been affected by the disaster, and how they had
managed to go on with their lives. An underlying objective of the studies has been to get some
basic data in order to improve and develop the psychological disaster preparedness in our region.
We tried to catch the consequences of the tsunami in different ways. So far we have carried out
three studies; one study where a questionnaire was sent to all those registered by the police at the
Arlanda airport when returning from South East Asia, one study of a local municipality involved
in support to its inhabitants and one evaluation study of support groups for survivors and
mourners arranged by the Red Cross. I am going to tell more about the first study in our
symposium Friday morning.
Based on my own clinical experience of working with people exposed to different types of
critical incidents and on the results from our tsunami studies I want to emphasize some things I
think is especially important concerning the psychological effect of natural disasters.
However I will start to say that I think there are more that unite than differentiate concerning the
effect of different types of disasters. A significant result in our tsunami studies was that type of
exposure and being exposed to many difficulties was strongly correlated to posttraumatic stress
as well as to general mental ill-health and somatic complaints during the first years, but not later
on. Even more we found that life threat as a solitaire exposure showed to be a special risk factor
for both psychological and somatic symptoms. Still another result was the general decline in
symptoms especially during the first three years post disaster. The recovery was most significant
regarding posttraumatic stress.
Of special interest for our study was the opportunity we had to compare our study group with a
matched population from a public health study in Stockholm the same year as our first
measurement was done. There is a risk for overestimation of mental ill-health in disaster victims
if you don´t consider that people in general is not free from mental health problem. When
comparing the results from our tsunami study with this matched population from the public
health study in Stockholm, we found, and this was expected, that those who were most severely
exposed in the tsunami, reported more distress than those of the matched control group.
However, the less severely exposed, reported the same level of distress and there was even a
tendency for the least exposed group to have fewer symptoms than the control group.
There is sometimes a discussion concerning how much and what kind of support survivors of

different type of disaster need. In our tsunami studies it became evident that different individuals
turn to account different as well as more than one type of private and public or formalized
support and also that people want to be offered support despite they need it or not. Overall it was
evident that if people knew or supposed that they were going to get support if and when they
needed, this was significantly correlated to fewer symptoms than if they thought that they could
not get any support. Even the extent of satisfaction with the support given had impact on mental
health. Experiencing insufficient social support and dissatisfaction with any kind of formalized
support at 14 month after the disaster predicted for exemple more symptoms three years post
disaster.
After MS Estonia´s wreckage we could see lots of secondary traumatization due to insufficient
and insensitive treatment from the society and authorities. After the tsunami we therefore strove
to try to counteract such a tendency in early at the airport meet the survivors returning home to
show them that the society was prepared to give support and to help them to be connected to
support available when they arrived to their homes. We know from our studies that most of the
survivors were very pleased with this and we haven’t seen any signs of the devastatingly deficit
of trust that was so evident after the Estonia disaster. Even the dissatisfaction, albeit limited, we
could find concerning the long term support after the tsunami did not lead to a general deficit in
trust.
In this contexture I think that one condition more than other is of determinable importance for
how it went on for the disaster stricken person´s regardless type of disaster. I´m talking about
how responder´s are treating them post disaster. Important is not only what relatives, friends and
professional helpers are doing. Not less important is in what way, in what mood, they do what
they do. I the Swedish language we have a very suitable word for this. We call it “bemötande”.
We haven’t found any good English word meaning the same. “Bemötande” means more than just
to meet another person, more than respond to another person. It is something else or something
more than encounter. Bemötande may be good or bad. In short “bemötande” means how you are
meeting, treating, responding to another person with or without respect, with or without
empathy, with or without human nearness and attendance. It is the good ”bemötande” that´s
crucial if confidence and trust will emerge so that the support offered will be experienced as
caring and helpful, giving trust that there is a pathway to recovery and to a good continuing life
also for the one that has had disastrous experiences.
It is important to put to account experiences of different incidents, regardless if they are natural
or man-made disasters or if they are caused by violence or terrorism, in order to help and support
the survivors and other victims as good as possible.
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